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Demand of automobiles are significantly growing despite various factors, thereby,

steadily increasing the average number of vehicles on the road. Increase in the number of

vehicles, subsequently increases the risk of collisions, inturn characterized by the driving

behavior. Driving behavior is influenced by factors like class of vehicle, road conditions

and vehicle maneuvering by the driver. Rapidly growing mobile technology and use of

smartphones, embedded with in-built sensors, provide great scope of constant development

of assistance systems considering the safety of the driver, which is possible by integrating

the information obtained from the vehicle on-board sensors. Our research aims at learning

a complete vehicle system comprising of vehicle, human and road, by employing driving

patterns obtained from the sensor data in order to develop better systems of safety and

alerts altogether.

The thesis focusses on utilizing all the various data recorded by the embedded sensors

built in a smartphone to understand the vehicle motion and dynamics. This is followed by

studying various impacts of collision events, types and signatures, which can potentially

be integrated in a prototype framework to detect variations in order to alert drivers and

emergency responders in an event of collision.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

The number of automobiles on the road are significantly increasing despite the factors

like higher fuel prices, maintenance costs, interests and easy-monthly-installments (EMI).

With growing average age of vehicles, the average number of vehicles on the road steadily

increases. This can possibly lead to increase in the traffic flow, resulting in the increase of

the rate of collision, which leads to vehicle damage, injury, and death. Apparently, vehicle

collisions are influenced by factors like road design and environment, driver skill and behavior,

vehicle design and speed of operation. With a vast majority of vehicle consumers citing

safety features as an important factor in their purchasing decision, vehicle safety research is

constantly advancing to understand the crashworthiness of vehicles, which plays an important

role in establishing quality and customer acceptance.

Figure 1.1. Traffic accumulation due to increase in vehicle on road.

Increase in traffic hazards and vehicle collisions introduce the importance of precau-

tion and safety of a vehicle system on the road. Automatic alerts and warnings to the driver

about the functioning of the vehicle system, detection of collision, notifying the emergency

responders in significantly less time to dispatch first aid, has become invariably vital from

the perspective of a vehicle system. It is said that predicting the risk of collision 0.5 second
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ahead of time, can invariably reduce the vehicle collisions by 50%, thereby reducing the fa-

talities on the road. This is possible only when the driver is aware of the all the information

pertaining to the vehicle system - comprising of the human, road and vehicle itself.

1.2. Motivation

Intelligent transportation systems are gaining importance in the field of research and

study [4] [23] [30], adding towards the driver and vehicle safety, with potential applications

on detecting and predicting car collisions, recognizing various driving events, etc. Sudden

maneuvers and hazardous road conditions often contribute to vehicle collisions which may

not be apparently visible to drivers. Consequently, on-board automotive driver assistance

systems focus on alerting a driver with information regarding the functioning of the vehicle

systems, where robustness and reliability become an important factor. Understanding all

the aforementioned features with varying time factor progresses towards a lifelong learning

process, portraying proper selection and transformation of data recorded by the sensors

during various physical activities to utilize in safety and well being of the vehicle on the

road.

Vehicle impact and behavior are the important factors in majority of the collisions

on the road. Eliminating the delay between the occurrence of the accident to the dispatch of

help by the emergency responders using reliable collision detection algorithms with efficient

notification systems, becomes crucial in reducing fatalities. Such in-vehicle systems, however,

are not available in all cars and hence development of feasible, easy and economical systems is

growing steadily. Conventional vehicular sensor systems, such as BMW’s Automatic Crash

Notification System or GM’s OnStar, detect accidents using in-vehicle sensors and notify

emergency responders by utilizing built-in cellular radios. On similar lines, researchers have

developed safety systems by utilizing different sensors that detect the vehicle motion and

anomalies, for in-time notification to responders for help at times of crisis [41] [13]. These

systems aim at eliminating the time required between detection and notification of a collision,

thereby expediting the process of calling help during an event of collision by utilizing various

sensors like accelerometer, GPS, camera and others [19] [29].
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Smart phones are growing in popularity and becoming indispensable carry-on for

people in recent years. They are embedded with various sensors which can be used for many

interesting applications. Unlike specific sensors that can be used in certain applications,

sensors in smart phone provide unlimited possibilities for various applications in order to help

and change the life of people [22]. Figure 1.3 shows that 85% of people use smartphone just

on-the-go, carrying it whenever and wherever they go. This increase in usage of smartphones

motivates researchers to use this platform to develop several applications helpful to humanity.

Figure 1.2. Statistical survey showing the increased use of smartphone de-

vice over the traditional featured mobile phones.

Figure 1.3. Statistics showing the percentage of usage of smartphones by

consumers in various domains.

Be it biomedical [33] or health applications [25], construction [16] [9] or vehicle safety

applications [38] [26] - all applications utilize the sensors embedded in the mobile phones

to analyze the activity to be measured. This advancement in science and technology lead

to the growth of smartphones, with are in-built with sensors like Accelerometer, Gyroscope,
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Magnetometer, Compass, Microphone and Camera, along with enhanced coverage and data-

optimization for better speed and capacity. The mentioned sensors, when employed as

recording devices, record data in an event of a physical activity, which can then be extracted

and analyzed to understand the variations in a specific activity. Be it the accelerometer -

measuring the forward acceleration, gyroscope - the angles of motion or magnetometer - the

earth’s magnetic field strength, these sensors record raw data defining the variations in an

activity, which on suitable post-processing yields features that characterize an event which

can be used in applications.

Figure 1.4. Various smartphones in use by individuals in recent times.

1.3. Related Work

Safety measures in transportation systems facilitate establishment of relationship be-

tween driver behavior, extreme driving and traffic density. Analysis of external sensors data

for vehicle performance is a large area of study both in the form of theoretical research as

well as practical design and development. Focus is on mapping anomalies of a roads sur-

face and classifying different driving behaviors by recording real-time data from the vehicle.

Nericell [31] is a system researched and developed by Microsoft that detects traffic honking,

bumps, and vehicle braking using external sensors. Using multiple external sensors such as a

microphone, Global Positioning System (GPS), accelerometer, with suitable mobile commu-

nications radio it detects and localizes traffic. Tracking and analyzing behavior is a forever

learning process. Some research studies [27] [36], describe the use of on-body sensors with an
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emphasis on machine learning algorithms for classifying the human physical activity. This

can be extended to vehicle systems to provide a platform to learn and distribute obtained

vehicle information alerting the driver in case of a crisis [45]. Driver assistance systems [26]

study about providing assistance to hazard warning in a multi-driver environment. Predic-

tion analysis in identifying vehicles [1] and driving patterns [3] along with collision avoidance

systems [20] require sensors to be placed within a car to warn its driver of any dangers that

may lie ahead on the road.

1.4. Problem Definition

Learning from a vehicle system - human, vehicle and road, progresses towards life-

long learning process, in order to understand the complete driving characteristics on the

road. Understanding a vehicle, gathering vehicle information directly by communicating to

a vehicle control unit, a vehicle collision, collision signatures helps in assisting the driver in

times of crisis. Various on-board sensors along with sensor fusion in-built in a smartphone

easily fulfils the job of recording dynamic data as witnessed in a vehicle motion. The raw

sensor data recorded during a collision event can be utilized in categorizing different colli-

sion events by suitable machine learning algorithms. This potentially build its association

with other vehicle learning like maneuvers and road conditions, integrating into a lifelong

learning system of a vehicle. More specifically, the focus is to investigate the use of a single

measuring device rather than various external sensors placed around the vehicle, with focus

on flexibility and infrastructure. Data from collision events also encourages the investigation

of algorithms to detect collisions in varied driving conditions and alert drivers on unsafe

characteristics respectively, both of which are distinguishable factors that can determine

safety on the road. Along with time varying factors influencing driving behavior, maneuvers

and road conditions, vehicle on-board learning and vehicle collisions, learning constitutes a

complete lifelong process of vehicle learning system to provide safety and assistance systems

to the driver on the road.
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1.5. Road Map : Overview of Chapter Contents

This thesis discusses the lifelong learning of a vehicle system - learning from human,

vehicle and road. Vehicle collisions, an extreme variation experienced by a vehicle system, is

studied in order to develop classification process of categorizing different collision types and

to further develop detection and notification frameworks in an event of collision utilizing

embedded and on-board sensor data, which can be integrated into safety and assistance

systems to alert the drivers on the road. The content in this thesis is organized into 6

chapters:

• Chapter:1 (Introduction) : In this chapter, I give an overview of vehicle learning

system and the advancements by the Intelligent Transportation Systems in working

towards providing systems to better understand vehicles, along with a brief outline,

motivation and problem definition.

• Chapter:2 (Lifelong learning of a Vehicle System): In this chapter, I describe the

lifelong learning of a vehicle system illustrated by an architecture along with a brief

discussion of the different modules in the lifelong learning system.

• Chapter:3 (Learning from Vehicles) : In this chapter, I present the preliminary

sensor study performed using in-built embedded smartphone sensors in a vehicle

and continue further to discuss about the variation observed by sensor data with

respect to vehicle tires and briefly describe drag resistances along with tire pressure.

• Chapter:4 (On-Board Diagnostics) : In this chapter, a brief overview of the OBD-

II communication protocol protocol, its specifications and accessibility in a vehicle

through its compliant interface is discussed. A typical hardware and software archi-

tecture used for reading the vehicle information using Bluetooth communications,

extended to an Android smartphone interface is presented.

• Chapter:5 (Vehicle Collisions) : In this chapter, I present a study on vehicle collisions

along with the causes and types of collisions. Different collision patterns recorded

by the sensors, characterizing different collision types is discussed. I also mention

about the NHTSA crash test data utilized in our experimental study.
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• Chapter:6 (Collisions Signature Classification) : In this chapter, a classification

framework based on macine learning algorithms is presented with its architecture

showcasing the modules. This is followed by a comparative evaluation between the

various algorithms employed in the process is also discussed.

• Chapter:7 (Collision Detection and Notification) : This chapter utilizes the collision

data employed in classification methodology as presented in Chapter 5 to develop

an algorithm helpful in detecting such collisions and further integrated with a no-

tification framework which can alert emergency responders in an event of collision.

Algorithm analysis is executed off-line using the Matlab tool instead of real-time.

• Chapter:8 (Conclusion) : The conclusion chapter summarizes the contributions,

limitations and challenges of thesis work along with highlighting some future work

and potential extensions in this domain.

1.6. Chapter Contributions

• Chapter:2 :

– Preliminary evaluation of the sensors.

– Providing an understanding of the lifelong learning system.

– Architecture of the lifelong learning system of the vehicle with its modules.

• Chapter:3 :

– Preliminary study of sensors - accelerometer, magnetometer.

– Understanding the importance of vehicle tires.

– Concept of tire resistances and tire pressure.

• Chapter:4 :

– OBD-II protocol

– Reading and understanding vehicle data through OBD-II compliant interface.

– Android smartphone integration.

• Chapter:5 :

– Providing an understanding of vehicle collisions.

– Various types of vehicle collisions.
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– Significance of different collision signatures.

• Chapter:6 :

– Architecture of vehicle collision classification process.

– Machine learning algorithm based classification methodology.

– Evaluation of classification performance measures.

• Chapter:7 :

– Detection algorithm in an event of vehicle collision.

– Notification application to emergency responders.
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CHAPTER 2

LIFELONG LEARNING OF VEHICLE SYSTEM

2.1. Introduction

Driving behavior is characterized by factors like class of the vehicle, road conditions

and vehicle maneuvering by the driver. These three primarily constitute a vehicle system on

the road. Learning about the vehicle system involves learning from - (1)Vehicle: body, tires,

etc, (2)Driving maneuvers: an individual’s driving behavior during lane changes, accelera-

tion/deceleration, stop signs, turns, (3)Road: the path traversed by the vehicle comprising

of road anomalies, position of stop signs and bumps. These are easily influenced by param-

eters like age of the driver - 17 years to 75 years, speed limits on different roads, life of the

car - brand new, moderate or old, climatic conditions of the road - fall, winter, spring or

summer, along with the driver conditions like drunken, drowsy or distracted. Considering

these factors which vary over time, learning about a vehicular system gradually moves into

a lifelong learning process.

Figure 2.1. Typical vehicle learning system constituting driving maneuvers,

vehicle dynamics and road conditions.

Understanding every piece of the vehicle system, helps us to integrate and complete

the puzzle of the lifelong learning system of the vehicle. The phenomenon of lifelong learning,

brings about selection and transformation of activity data to precisely reinforce them back
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into a new activity to help us achieve better detection rate, predictive analysis along with

understanding distinct driving patterns. Identification and selection of activity data becomes

trivial, as modeling of inappropriate data points will affect and interfere negatively with the

learning, thereby decreasing the performance factor. How well can we detect the presence of

a car, how fast can we locate an upcoming turn, how efficiently can we predict a collision,

how well can a driver signature be characterized, are some of the factors driving the study

towards a lifelong learning of a vehicle system.

2.2. High Level Architecture

Figure 2.2 describes the high level architecture of the lifelong learning system of a

vehicle, with the learning system module described in detail as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2. System architecture describing the lifelong learning of a vehicle system.

• Parameters : This modules involves the different time-varying parameters under

consideration while testing application systems or learning, while recording data

from the vehicle system.

• Controller : The controller module is the data acquisition center involving different

sensors which are employed to record data, further controlling different application

systems based on the type and value of recorded data.
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• Application and Alerts : This module involves different applications like driver-

alerts or assistance about variations in lane change, accelerating or braking, presence

of vehicles, all driven by the appropriate analysis of the recorded sensor data.

• Learning System : This module consists of the total learning system block in-

volving the actual processing of sensor data recording followed by appropriate ap-

plication of machine learning algorithms on selected features obtained from the

variations observed in the vehicle system constituting of vehicle, human and road

when on road.

• Train and Store Model : Post learning and application of machine learning

algorithms, the trained models are stored for future comparison when evaluated in

a new test activity.

Figure 2.3. Learning system module in a lifelong learning system.

The learning system provides a detailed view of different steps involved while learning

the vehicle system. Utilization of the recorded sensor data involves the process of signal

processing and appropriate methods of feature selection and pattern matching. Based on

the obtained results, with respect to the learning from vehicle, human and road, algorithms

are applied to understand different dynamics of the vehicle system.
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2.3. Learning from Human

Every individual is unique in his identity and character. Similarly, human driving be-

havior or maneuver is also unique to each individual. Maneuvering a vehicle can influence on

how other drivers react while driving on the road. The amount of acceleration/deceleration

applied, taking turns, stop signs and lane changes [31] - together constitute an individual’s

driving signature and can be recorded through different sensors as a series of data or patterns

which can be transformed suitably with appropriate signal processing and machine learning

techniques.

Figure 2.4. Driving maneuver - vital aspect in a vehicle system.

An individual of 17 years age, just starting to drive a vehicle, maneuvers differently

in comparison to a veteran driver who has been driving a vehicle over the years. The way

these two individuals understand and handle vehicle driving, comparatively differs at various

events like bumps, turns or stop signs under the influence of climatic factors like rain, ice or

snow. Learning obtained from a 17 year old immature learner is way different in comparison

to an adult driver with more maturity, knowledge and better driving, thereby providing

different driving patterns which furthers leads to categorize drivers into specific groups.

The approach is to iteratively record raw sensor data from the various axes of mea-

surement while controlling the vehicle as it brakes, accelerates, turns or steers [11]. Based

on the data obtained, relative data points representing the pattern or trend is chosen post

signal processing in order to set thresholds and compare slopes between the recorded signals.

This knowledge is reinforced into the test activity to validate its convergence with the trained

model. The main challenge is to ensure scalability of the training data with varying sampling
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rate of the sensor, such that the real-time data validates and converges to the trained model

with smaller datasets. A typical pattern witnessed in an event of acceleration during lane

change from right to left or vice versa by a vehicle is as illustrated in the Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Typical acceleration signature of a (a) left-lane change. (b)

right-lane change.

Driving tests are conducted placing a mobile phone with in-built sensors inside a

vehicle to record sensor data. From the interpretation of the processed data, it is evident

that data from the various accelerometer sensor axes represent movements in lateral and

longitudinal direction respectively. Figure 2.6 describes the signature of the vehicle in an

event of lane change in safe and extreme conditions as recorded by the sensor.

2.4. Learning from Vehicle

Like an individual, each class of vehicle is unique in its make, model, feature and body

signatures (magnetic signatures). Every new class of vehicle acts as a new specimen to be

studied. This gives us a platform to differentiate vehicles by using magnetic data recorded

from the vehicles. The methodology exploits the feature that, a vehicle being a ferrous

substance, when in contact with a magnetic atmosphere deflects the magnetic field strength.

This magnetic deflection varies between different class of vehicles, thereby categorizing the

vehicles based on their signatures.

Moving ground vehicles affect the environment in different ways by emitting heat,

sound and magnetic eld. There are various studies which investigate vehicle identication or

classification in different domains like time, frequency, and time-frequency domain based on

variety of signals, such as acoustic or magnetic signals [37] [18]. The approach of recognizing

characteristic sounds [2] generated from moving parts, friction, wind, emission and tires,
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Figure 2.6. Lane changes recorded by the x-axis of a smartphones accelerom-

eter. (a) Safe right-lane and left-lane changes in series. (b) Sudden right and

left-lane changes performed in series.

Figure 2.7. Vehicle dynamics - component of the vehicle learning system.

motivates our learning and provides an assumption that similar vehicles of same working

conditions generate similar sounds. Sound of vehicles that change with time are not char-

acteristic features and will create a Doppler effect in the spectrum, along with noise and

interference as they depend on the environment instead of the vehicle.

With the help of magnetic perturbations created by the impacts of ground moving

vehicles on the earth’s magnetic field, we can utilize a magnetic sensor to automatically

recognize them by advanced signal processing and recognition methods [21] [17], by modeling

them as magnetic array dipoles, which can suitably provision the classification of different
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classes of vehicle distinctively.

Figure 2.8. Magnetic signatures recorded by the magnetometer sensor from

a car parked in the parking lot.

Vehicle tires also play an important role in the process of lifelong learning as it provides

information about the tire friction on the road. The friction on the road is influenced by

climatic factors such as rain, ice or snow, which affect the vehicle adversely with improper

alignment, thereby posing threat while driving. Tires can be an interesting area of study

using magnetic sensors as opposed to traditional methods. With precise calculations and

manipulations on the captured magnetic data from the tires in motion, computation of

parameters like friction, longitudinal drag and resistance becomes convenient and hence

assist vehicle driving. Figure 2.9 describes the distinction in the pattern of the magnetic

signatures recorded from the tires located at the front right side of the vehicle for vehicles

namely, (a)Volvo and (b)Pontiac respectively.

2.5. Learning from Road

The path or the road a vehicle traverses becomes equally important while considering

a vehicle learning system. Learning from the road focusses mainly on understanding the

effect of the road, its roughness and the anomalies on the road, and its importance on the

road comfort [6], providing an opportunity to understand the details of the road in which

we drive.
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Figure 2.9. Magnetic signatures of the vehicle tire in (a)Volvo and (b) Pon-

tiac vehicle respectively.

Figure 2.10. Road condition or potholes affecting the driving of the vehicle

on the road.

Lifelong learning inculcates the scope of learning the road we travel everyday, in order

to help drivers understand the road better. Estimation of roughness index and monitoring

the presence of potholes can also be performed owing to the study of roads we travel everyday

[10]. Figure 2.11 describes the plot of the accelerometer sensor data showing variations in

the magnitude when encountered by a bump on the road in which the vehicle is moving.
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Figure 2.11. Speed bump signature recorded by the z-axis of the accelerom-

eter sensor on a particular road.

2.6. Vehicle Collisions

Adhering to the road signs, lane-keeping, lane-change, traffic flow and obstacle avoid-

ance, is very important for a vehicle on the road. Not adhering to these conditions, lead

to extremities such as accidents or collisions, which involves the safety of the vehicle and

the driver on the road. Simulation of a real-time crash deformation is very complex and

near-to-impossible, but modeling a vehicle deformation is very useful in accident analysis

and reconstruction to develop passive vehicle safety systems.

Figure 2.12. Illustration of a vehicle collision occurred due to hitting the

curb of the bridge.

Vehicle collision plugs itself into the lifelong learning system as it involves the com-

binational study of road, vehicle and human, exposed in an environment of extreme driving

conditions. Understanding vehicle dynamics in an event of collision becomes vital in any

learning system, as it helps drivers to acquaint themselves to such scenarios by providing
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required alerts. The focus is to mainly investigate vehicle collisions based on their signatures,

which can be further integrated into the process of lifelong learning of the vehicle system.

Figure 2.13. A typical accelerometer signature in an event of collision

recorded by the x and y axes respectively.

The evaluation procedure involves the use of machine learning techniques on the

recorded sensor data to classify the vehicle collisions post signal processing and feature

extraction on the recorded data [12]. The classification broadly categorizes the collision

data into vehicle-to-vehicle(V2V), vehicle-to-pole(V2P), vehicle-to-barrier(V2B), impactor-

to-vehicle(I2V), vehicle-rollover(VR) respectively, which is discussed in further chapters. The

pattern or signature of the accelerometer sensor data for each of the mentioned collision class

is defined and grouped by suitable machine learning algorithms. This is further extended to

involve these signatures to develop detection algorithms, that can in-time detect a collision

and alert the driver with appropriate notifications thereby providing safety on the road in

an event of collision.

2.7. Summary

Learning about the vehicle system is very important and comprises of vehicle, human

and the road, which are the important blocks of the vehicle learning system. Vehicle system

is influenced by various parameters like age of the driver, road conditions, vehicle dynamics,
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driving pattern and time varying factors. These influences also vary in nature, such as change

in road conditions due to climatic variations, change in driving patterns with varying age of

the driver, etc. These varying factors motivate the learning of the vehicle system to progress

into a lifelong process. This chapter presents a initial layout and overview of the lifelong

learning system of the vehicle.
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CHAPTER 3

LEARNING FROM VEHICLES

3.1. Introduction

With the increase in vehicle usage, many automobile companies are developing driver

assistance systems to be incorporated in the vehicle to increase safety and alleviate driver

workload by involving lane-keeping support, collision warning, etc. The effectiveness of these

driver assistant systems depend on the interpretation of the information provided by the on-

board sensors, which educate the drivers with information to avert common dangers on the

road. Smartphones are built to have different embedded sensors which work and interpret

the information on similar lines as of a normal sensor. This feature can potentially lead

to smartphone enabled driver assistance, by employing these sensors to interpret the data

obtained from the vehicle on road.

3.2. Preliminary Sensor Study

Sensing is an important task while bridging the real world to the virtual one. With

the help of various sensors, devices are able to feel, define and characterize the activities

in the world. Virtual world needs data to keep running, so these sensors act as a medium

to sense the world and interpret the information into a data form, suitable to the virtual

world. [9] describes the methodology of utilizing body-worn sensors to build an activity

recognition system, while [25] illustrates body-worn sensors based health-care monitoring.

As a preface, embedded sensors like accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope built in

the smartphones are studied to understand and analyze their functionality and sensitivity

in detecting motion variations and placements respectively. A typical BlackBox application

developed on the Android operating system, incorporating all the sensors embedded in the

smartphone is employed to record data involved in various physical motion.
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Table 3.1. Embedded sensor measurements.

Sensor Variations Applications

Accelerometer 3-D : x-, y-, z-axis turns, brakes, lanechanges

Magnetometer 3-D : x-, y-, z-axis vehicle, road and tire signatures

Gyroscope 3-D : x-, y-, z-axis spin, rollover movement

3.3. Hardware

The hardware utilized in learning different aspects of vehicle motion is a smartphone,

Samsung Galaxy Nexus, built on the Android operating system version 4.0. Sensors like

accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope are employed in various combinations to collect

data, in order to define and characterize different motion and variation witnessed by the

vehicle.

Figure 3.1. Samsung Galaxy Nexus smartphone considered in the experi-

ment with the x-, y-, z-axes of direction respectively.

The smartphone placed inside a holder is strapped tightly using a velcro adhesive,

in order to have no movement inside the car, while recording data, in the direction of

measurement as shown in Figure 3.1. The smartphone was positioned at different locations

inside the car for different set of experiments, such as near the front right wheel, in-between

the front driver and passenger seat and along the side rim of the passenger side door, to

record data in order to differentiate the variations observed while vehicle movement.
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3.3.1. Accelerometer

The accelerometer records the acceleration relative to free-fall as experienced by peo-

ple or objects. The total magnitude is computed as
√
x2 + y2 + z2. Figure 3.2 shows a plot

of the accelerometer sensor magnitude when the vehicle is moving on the road.

Figure 3.2. Magnitude of the acceleration data recorded when the vehicle is

moving on the road.

3.3.2. Magnetometer

A magnetometer is a measuring instrument used to measure the strength and direc-

tion of magnetic fields. Magnetometer provides an absolute direction while measuring the

direction of fields. Figure 3.3 describes the field signature of a typical road, recorded by the

magnetometer signal showing a variation in the data when the motion of the vehicle changes.

3.4. Software

The software application developed on the Android platform, involving all the re-

quired sensors,utilized for the measurement is the BlackBox version 2.5, as illustrated in

the Figure 3.4. It employs all the sensors and provides user preferences to activate specific

sensors by choosing the required ones to record the data respectively. The BlackBox also

provides a feature of presetting the time for which the application has to record the values.

The user defined preference settings provide the scope of altering the sampling frequency of
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Figure 3.3. Signature showing variation in the recorded magnetometer sen-

sor obtained from the road.

the data, between FASTEST , NORMAL, UI and GAME, defining the number of samples

to be collected at a given instant of time.

Figure 3.4. Screenshot of the BlackBox application utilized in recording var-

ious sensor data from the vehicle while driving on the road.

3.5. Vehicle Tires

Tires are an essential component of a vehicle system. The tires can be utilized to learn

more about various aspects of vehicle motion and dynamics. Tire pressure, wheel clearance,

longitudinal drag co-efficient and rolling resistance are few parameters that can be computed

utilizing sensor fusion data obtained from the tire movement on the road. Magnetometer
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sensor is employed in reading data from the vehicle tires which can be utilized in providing

more insights on various dynamics of the vehicle. Low frequency magnetic fields are recorded

from the vehicle tires at rest and while in motion at defined speeds. The magnetization of

an automobile tire through a magnetic sensor placed near the vehicle tire measures signals

allowing the estimation of tire pressure and variations based on the road surface.

The experiment is conducted using the Pontiac 2008 model, with 3.6L V6 LY7 engine

on a smooth and dry road condition to record the tire magnetic data. Figure 3.5 describes

the magnetic data recorded for one revolution of the tire movement with the help of smart-

phone sensor placed near the vehicle tires in comparison with Figure 3.6 showing measured

signatures for a couple of revolutions.

Figure 3.5. Magnetic signature of the vehicle tire observed for a single tire revolution.

3.5.1. Drag and Resistance Co-efficient

Vehicle drag co-efficient (Cd) and rolling resistance co-efficient (Crr) are important

considerations while improving the fuel efficiency [7]. This is computed utilizing the com-

bination of the vehicle on-board sensors with suitable sensor fusion typically helping to

determine the performance of the vehicle with continuous monitoring of vehicle velocity

along with vehicle mass and area. Velocity is monitored either using smartphone built-in

sensors like GPS/accelerometer or by directly employing the CAN/OBD-II data Chapter 4.

OBD-II connectors are equipped with special PIDs specific to different vehicle manufacturers

enabling the request of the ECU data for tire monitoring and performance. The Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.6. Magnetic signature of the vehicle tire recorded for a couple of

revolutions of the tire movement.

describes the different forces acting on a vehicle in motion represented mathematically by

the corresponding equations.

Figure 3.7. Typical forces and resistances acting on a vehicle while in motion.

The equations describe the force on the vehicle due to air-drag resistance (Fd in

Newtons) and rolling resistance (Frr in Newtons) are negative, indicating that these forces

act opposite to the direction of the velocity.

Fd = −Cd ∗ A ∗ 0.5 ∗ rho ∗ V 2 Frr = −Crr ∗M ∗ g

F = totalforceonthevehicleinNewtons = Fd + Frr

Where:

• V = vehicle′svelocityinm/s

• a = vehicle′saccelerationinm/s2
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• A = vehiclefrontalareainm2

• M = vehiclemassincludingoccupantsinkg

• rho = densityofairwhichis1.22kg/m3atsealevel

• g = gravitationalaccelerationconstantwhichis9.81m/s2

• Cd = vehicle′sdragcoefficientwewanttodetermine

• Crr = vehicle′scoefficientofrollingresistancewewanttodetermine

Combining the above formula, we can compute acceleration due to air and wind

resistance as a function of velocity, as given by the equation below.

a = −(Cd ∗ A ∗ 0.5 ∗ rho ∗ V 2)/M − Crr ∗ g

3.5.2. Tire Pressure

A loaded vehicle if driven with a reduced air pressure, decreases the resistance pro-

voking a strongly rising temperature inside the tire resulting in the separation of the casing

and the topping. This may lead to damage in the tire leading to dangerous driving situa-

tions. Over one-third of drivers drive their vehicles with wrong pressure. Hence the necessity

for supervising the vehicles’ actual tire pressure is obvious and currently several vehicle are

in-built with tire pressure monitoring systems. Considering the increase in the usage of

smartphones, we focus on studying the tire pressure variation using the sensor fusion.

Magnetic data recorded from the smartphone placed near the vehicle tires show con-

siderable variation depending on the pressure in the tire which can be illustrated by Figure

3.9 which describes the magnetic data recorded from the vehicle tire at 10 Mile/Hr with

varying pressure in the tire.

The experiment is repeated by changing the location of the smartphone placement

along with varying the tire pressure of the vehicle in order to check if any variation is observed

in the recorded data from the vehicle. The plots show a similar patter being followed with

change in the tire pressure but keeping the patch of road being tested on as constant. This

results opens up a discussion of comparison of the pattern of road signatures as opposed to

tire variations as recorded by the magnetic sensor from the vehicle on the road.
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Figure 3.8. Magnetic data illustrating the variation in tire data recorded at

30M/Hr with varying pressure of 28, 36 psi respectively.

Figure 3.9. Magnetic data illustrating the variation in tire data recorded at

40M/Hr with varying pressure of 28, 36, 41 psi respectively.

3.6. Summary

Understanding vehicles in order to better predict the changes and variations observed

in a vehicle becomes important while on road. It helps us to understand the vehicle and
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alert the drivers in case of crisis or severities. Tire pressure monitoring, acceleration and

braking system are few such systems which are gaining attention in providing assistance to

drivers with information about insufficient air pressure in the vehicle, improper acceleration

and application of sudden brakes in extreme situations. The chapter focusses on experimen-

tal utilization of smartphone embedded sensor data to characterize different variations of

vehicular motion.
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CHAPTER 4

ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS

4.1. Introduction

The increased growth in the automotive industry are driven by several factors. Var-

ious sensors are used in todays scenario to validate the diagnostics of a vehicle. Sensors

such as throttle position sensor (TPS), fuel level sensor, traction, wheel speed, engine oil

are required to validate the working of the vehicle. All these sensors driven by the engine

control module validate the proper functioning of the engine and other related systems in a

driving atmosphere. But utilizing the OBD (on-board diagnostics) connector we can obtain

only the generic PID values for a vehicle like speed, RPM, mass air flow rate etc Every

modern vehicle have on-board control modules controlling vehicle components such as the

engine, anti-lock braking system, transmission, instrument panel, chassis and body control

functions, participating and communicating with one or more communication networks in

the vehicle [42]. The widespread use of computer systems spanning different applications, are

now commonly used in the vehicle passenger area providing a platform to interact with the

vehicles along with running other familiar programs in the vehicle email, GPS navigation,

calendar management, etc.

Figure 4.1. A Lexus on-board system illustrating the on-board sensor infor-

mation display inside the vehicle.
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4.2. On-Board Diagnostics (OBD)

Vehicle on-board control modules are important in understanding the vehicle related

information. Firstly, concerning with the expansion and use of multiple on-board control

units [5] [34] and secondly the way we interact with our vehicle. Every automobile is equipped

with an on-board diagnostics system actively used as a driver information center. They

provide scaled indication of the system condition such as distance, vehicle speed, engine RPM

and fuel level, along with the indicators supplying warnings about system malfunctioning

problems to the driver.

Figure 4.2. OBD-II pin-out configuration.

The OBD interface in the vehicle was exploited to extract data originally intended to

test for vehicle emissions by the EPA back in the 1970-1980s. Modern day vehicles conform

to the on-board diagnostic II (OBD-II), which is standardized by the Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE) and supported by the International Standardization Organization (ISO).

They are also equipped with electronic control units (ECU) inside the vehicle chassis, which

coordinate and monitor internal components and devices along with communicating with

network buses, such as CAN-Bus (controller area network). This management system per-

forms diagnostic testing, records the result of these tests and request the test failed actions

with features like live data monitoring, trip information, data logging and DTC scanning
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(Diagnostic Trouble Codes). The ECU information is normally retrieved by an OBD com-

pliant interface, utilizing different set of protocols to retrieve the vehicle data. Below is the

list of important communication protocols through which the OBD-II data can be collected,

along with the respective vehicle manufacturers.

Table 4.1. OBD-II communication protocols with corresponding manufac-

turers and transmission speeds.

OBD-II Protocol Manufacturers Speed

SAE J1850 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Ford 41.6 kbps

SAE J1850 Variable Pulse Width (VPW) General Motors 10.4 kbps

ISO 9141-2 Chrysler and Asian 10.4 kbps

ISO 14230 KWP2000 European and Asian 10.4 kbps

ISO 15765 CAN U.S. Standard for Vehicles (Bosch) 2008+ 500 kbps

The OBD-II data port is located near the driver seat under the dashboard (specif-

ically near the accelerometer/brake) with a detailed pin-out configuration of the standard

diagnostic connector as shown in the Figure 4.9. The diagnostic data request follows the

SAE J1979 standard. This standard provides ten modes of operation through which vehicle

sensor data are requested from the ECU’s respectively.

Data requested from the vehicle can be current speed, RPM or any of the value

pertaining to the PIDs listed in Table 4.3. This data is requested by the OBD-II protocol

in a specific message format which is also defined in SAE J1979.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the message structure which incorporates a header, payload and

checksum respectively. The three byte header provides details about the priority, the receiver

or target address (TA) and the transmitter or source address (SA). The following seven bytes

are designated for the data message, which describes what is sent as a request/response in

the vehicle. The remaining byte is the checksum. Like any other communication transfer

protocol, messages are susceptible to error during the transmission. To detect any errors

that may occur, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is applied by the OBD-II device. The

device then reports back an ERROR response, in such erroneous situations [15] [39].
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Table 4.2. OBD-II communication modes.

Mode Description

0x01 Show current data

0x02 Show freeze frame data

0x03 Show stored Diagnostic Trouble Codes

0x04 Clear Diagnostic Trouble Codes and stored values

0x05 Test results, oxygen sensor monitoring

0x06 Test results, other component/system monitoring

0x07 Show pending Diagnostic Trouble Codes

0x08 Control operation of on-board component/system

0x09 Request vehicle information

0x0A Permanent DTC’s (Cleared DTC’s)

Table 4.3. OBD-II PID’s.

PID Description

0A Fuel Pressure - kPa

0C Engine RPM - rpm

0D Vehicle speed - km/h

10 MAF Air Flow Rate - g/s

11 Throttle Position - %

2F Fuel Level Input - %

Figure 4.3. OBD-II message format to request/receive data from the vehicle

on-board sensors.
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4.3. System Architecture

4.3.1. Hardware

The OBD-II interfaces are standard USB adapters relying on older RS-232 serial port

connectivity to the PC. However, with the advancement in technology, OBD-II Bluetooth

compatible devices (IEEE 802.11) are also available in the market that help in relaying mes-

sages from the vehicle’s ECU using Bluetooth compatible devices. We utilize the OBDLink

SX ScanTool wired connector with an additional General Motors Enhanced Add-on and

OBD-II Bluetooth connector (Kiwi PLX Devices) based on ELM327 chip interface, to access

the vehicle system information and analyze the dynamics. This also provided a platform to

exploit vehicle-smartphone data exchange communication by developing an Android appli-

cation, which reads and retrieves vehicle data onto the mobile device, thereby increasing the

portability as illustrated by the Figure 4.4, with Figure 4.9 describing the OBD-II compliant

connector involved in recording vehicle sensor data.

Figure 4.4. Architectural illustration of the connection between the OBD-II

connector and the application with an ELM327 interface in-between.

4.3.2. Software

Data is retrieved from the OBD-II interface connected to the PC through a software

program application. The ELM327 based OBD-II connector is complacent with almost all

the available diagnostic softwares. Software applications like TouchScan and ScanXL are
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Figure 4.5. OBD-II connectors employed for reading the vehicle on-board

sensor data from the ECU’s.

evaluated to study different information about the vehicle system. When the OBD-II con-

nector is turned on, it communicates via a socket read/write with the help of a static IP

address that builds an ad-hoc network. ScanXL software also provides platform to study

enhanced PID’s in a vehicle that works with the OBDLink SX ScanTool connector. Further,

OBD-II interface is integrated with the smartphone application accessing the Bluetooth com-

munications. This can be fused with other in-built sensor information to develop applications

intended to handle the vehicle dynamics at any given time while on road.

Speed, fuel consumption, throttle position are few of the parameters evaluated in this

experiment. Vehicle data such as speed, RPM, fuel economy can be easily correlated with

the accelerometer sensor data. Smartphones nowadays are in-built with sensors which can

be used in various applications like navigation, health and physical activity measurement.

With the Bluetooth technology advancement in the OBD-II connector, a communication

protocol can be established between the connector and an android application that can read

sensor data from the vehicle.
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Figure 4.6. Screenshot illustrating the ScanXL professional diagnostic soft-

ware to interface with the OBD-II connector.

4.3.3. Experimental Setup

The OBD-II diagnostic implementation is conducted using a OBD-II compliant in-

terface along with the ScanXL Pro + GM enhanced Add-On (Available with 5 Systems

for diagnostics: Engine Control Module, Transmission Control, Anti-Lock/Traction Control

Module, Restraints Control Module, General OBD-II Diagnostics). The vehicle considered

in this experiment is a Pontiac G8, manufactured by General Motors Corporation, 2008

model, with 3.6L V6 LY7 engine. The methodology to read and record values is as described

in Figure 4.7.

• Connect the OBD-II connector (serial/Bluetooth interface) to the 16-pin On-Board

Diagnostics slot in the vehicle under the steering near the accelerator.

• Connect the laptop to the OBD-II Bluetooth interface and establish a connection

keeping the car engine in ON state.

• Open the application and enter the vehicle information for the enhanced diagnostics

to be available.

• Connect to the vehicle from the application and establish the OBD-II connection. In

the process of the connection, choose the respective module system to be diagnosed
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Figure 4.7. Experimental setup describing the connection between different

components to read data using the OBD-II diagnostic software.

from the drop-down list.

• Once the connection is set successfully, in the Settings tab go to PID config and

choose/select the respective PID’s provided in the list selected for monitoring.

• Click the record button and start recording the values.

• Take the vehicle on the road for a drive, meanwhile capturing different sets of data

values for the chosen PIDs.

• The values of the chosen PIDs change throughout the drive accordingly to the vehicle

motion and can be viewed in graph/plot/table view respectively.

• Once the drive is complete and data is captured, save the file to disk. (This can be

retrieved for future view/analysis).

• Disconnect from the vehicle.
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The experiment is performed to read data through an OBD-II compliant interface

analyzing data for different conditions or events with respect to the vehicle. Fuel consump-

tion, speed, throttle positioning, mileage, emissions are important aspects of the vehicle that

requires proper functioning and maintenance. Broadcasting the fuel consumption rate to

the driver and mileage along with speed and acceleration, proves very helpful considering its

importance to the driver while on road.

4.4. Architectural Design

The OBD-II device connects directly with the vehicle through the port located under

the steering wheel near the accelerator pedal. The communication with the connector is

supported by the ELM327 device, which acts as a middle man interpreting the data from

the smartphone and formatting it in a way the vehicle can recognize. With this connection

setup, a software application to interface with Bluetooth for communication and parse the

incoming OBD-II data to human readable form is developed on the Android platform. With

the application created using Bluetooth sockets in Java, listening and identifying a Bluetooth

host (OBD-II) for initial connectivity is done using a pairing key. Communication follows a

query and response system, where each message query sent to the vehicle from the smart-

phone is responded by the OBD-II device. An architectural diagram is illustrated in Figure

4.8, that describes the communication followed for data exchange between the vehicle with

the OBD-II connector and smartphone application using Android’s SensorManager API.

4.4.1. Application API’s

Android applications are written in Java programming language with appropriate

SDK tools to compile them. Each component utilized in the application are interfaced

using the API’s (Application Program Interface) specified for the component. The API’s

help us to communicate with the required component. An API is a library that includes

specifications for routines, data structures, object classes and variables. Table 4.4 describes

few of the sensor and Bluetooth API utilized in the application required for information

exchange between the vehicle and smartphone.
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Figure 4.8. Design describing the communication between the application

and the OBD-II using a Bluetooth connection interface.

Table 4.4. Android API utilized in implementing the OBD-II interfaced

smartphone application.

API Methods

android.hardware.Sensor SensorEventListner

SensorManager

SensorEvent

android.bluetooth BluetoothAdapter

BluetoothSocket

BluetoothServerSocket

4.5. Smartphone Interface

The preliminary work of diagnostic software based monitoring of data through the

connected OBD-II compliant interface is extended to a smartphone application developed

on the Android platform, in order to communicate with the vehicle. This communication

will help in bringing together sensor fusion and on-board sensor data to act together in
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applications to be developed in understanding and handling the vehicle at times required.

The smartphone OBD-II application was developed on Samsung Galaxy Nexus device with

Android version 4.0, using the Bluetooth communication. Bluetooth socket communications

are created to access sensor data and exchange information between the vehicles ECU’s. The

Bluetooth socket connection is provided with a pairing key, which on success establishes a

proper channel of communication between the devices. Different PID values can be chosen to

be recorded and respective command is written inline with the application to be sent to the

vehicle to request information on PIDs from the vehicle. The vehicle replies through a hexa-

decimal response which is converted into ASCII and is displayed on the smartphone, thereby

allowing successful integration of vehicle sensor data with smartphone for the development

of several applications.

Figure 4.9. Smartphone application on the Android platform to request data

from the vehicle through an OBD-II connector interface.

On executing this application, an activity opens establishing Bluetooth connection

with the OBD-II connector along with displaying fields to show speed, RPM and other

vehicle data respectively. The commands to read different vehicle PID data from ECUs

are implicitly organized in the application code. For instance, to acquire the speed from

the vehicle, two AT Commands - 1) ATSP0 and 2) ATE0 are sent from the application

command. ATSP0 command sets the protocol to default, allowing ELM327 to automatically

search for a compatible protocol the vehicle uses, thereby facilitating data exchange between
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the smartphone and vehicle. The Echo command, ATE0, turns off the ELM327’s function

of replaying the message (request) that was originally sent by the smartphone. This helps

in providing the commands one after the other in order to communicate and respond to the

vehicle. After these commands, the application sends the command 010D to the vehicle. 01

sets the Mode while 0D defines the command for vehicle speed. On sending this request to

the vehicle, the response is provided with the current speed of the vehicle on the android

application interface.

4.5.1. Acceleration, Fuel Consumption and Mileage

Two important factors while considering vehicles are fuel consumption and emission

of the vehicle. Conserving resources is very important, therefore becomes necessary to alert

drivers to minimize the use of fuel while driving. Shifting to a higher gear, maintaining

steady speeds, anticipating traffic flow, accelerating and decelerating smoothly, is very helpful

and keeps the vehicle in good maintenance. On the other hand, revealing current fuel

consumption rate to the driver also helps to increase driving performance, which can be

easily obtained by the diagnostic information from engine RPM and TPS (Throttle Position

Sensor) located in-vehicle [24]. Also, broadcasting the mileage or the number of miles that

a vehicle can drive using the fuel in the tank can alert drivers at times of lower measures of

fuel in the vehicle.

The fuel consumption rate or the mileage is directly proportional to the accelerator

pedal position applied by the driver. Higher the accelerator pedal position or gears at

constant speed, maximum is the utilization of fuel and mileage. The pattern the pedal

position follows is proportional to the miles driven by the vehicle. Figure 4.11 and Figure

4.12 describe the proportionality between miles driven and the pedal position.

Data recorded from on-board sensors, called the estimated data from the diagnostic

software, are validated with the data obtained from the smartphone interfaced application

created on the Android platform, called the calculated data, in order to check the consistency

of the information obtained by the two applications and proving the authenticity of the data

recorded by the smartphone interface.
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Figure 4.10. Plots describing the fuel information of the vehicle obtained

from the data recorded through the OBD-II application.

Figure 4.11. Plots describing the mileage information calculated based on

the fuel information of the vehicle as recorded from the OBD-II interface.

4.5.2. Speed

The Figure 4.14 shows a graph view of the speed recorded using the OBD-II compliant

interface connected to the vehicle while in motion. This can be used to compute the average

speed of the vehicle in order to display it while alerting the driver at times of crossing the
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Figure 4.12. Plots of data describing the accelerator pedal position D and

E as witnessed by the vehicle sensors respectively.

Figure 4.13. Plots of estimated and calculated miles per gallon recorded

from the on-board sensors using both diagnostic software as well as the Android

interface respectively.

higher limit set.

4.5.3. Road - Traffic Conditions

It is possible to distinguish between different road conditions by utilizing the standard

deviation of acceleration values, produced by vehicle oscillations using accelerometer sensor.

OBD-II parameters can also be employed in characterizing traffic conditions by monitor-
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Figure 4.14. Plots denoting the vehicle speed observed and recorded by the

OBD-II diagnostic application.

ing fast speedups/stops through the engine RPM data, which provides a typical sawtooth

waveform with sharper upward and downward slopes alternating between the minimum set

value.

4.6. Summary

Vehicle, itself is an abundant resource of data that can be employed in various safety

applications. Extracting data from a vehicle by communicating with its on-board sensors

in an event of crisis, can provide a better scope of passing control to the vehicle instead of

the driver in certain situations. This scales the safety measures to a level-up, as practically,

vehicles can take better care of an adverse situation in comparison to humans. Intelligent

Transportation Systems are working in this area by extracting specific sensor data that can

be used in safety applications. In this chapter, communication between the smartphone and

vehicle is setup and various ECU data are read utilizing the OBD-II interface. Extending this

further, an application was created on the Android platform to perform similar information

exchanges using the Bluetooth communication protocol. This mechanism integrated with

other in-built smartphone sensors can be utilized to build enhanced vehicular applications,

to understand and protect the vehicle better.
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CHAPTER 5

LEARNING FROM COLLISIONS

5.1. Introduction

The concepts of preventability and defensive driving are very essential while operating

a vehicle system. Regardless of the driver’s skill and maneuvers, sudden changes by drivers

on road, bring about changes in vehicle controllability eventually posing significant risks

that lead to vehicle collisions. Characterizing these driving patterns with sensor fusion helps

in understanding different collisions, correlate the maneuver data with those of collisions

in order to build better safety systems, alerting drivers in case of anomalies. Figure 5.1

describes a typical collision learning system. It illustrates the inputs accepted based on

the learning obtained from daily driving maneuvers as well as different collision studies

highlighting the correlational pattern followed by the sensor data while recording motion in

normal and extreme conditions, in order to dynamically learn, train and provide feedback

to a vehicle to function better in alerting drivers about extreme activities with the help of

data from on-board sensor fusion.

5.2. Vehicle Collisions

Vehicle Collisions are alternatively known as traffic accidents, vehicle crashes or traffic

collisions, resulting in injury, death, loss or damage of vehicle or property. In-time warning

about lane-changes, automatic braking, forward collisions or speeding provided to the driver

helps in proper control of the vehicle in order to bring it to a safe and controlled stop.

Systems like tire pressure monitoring and on-board diagnostic systems aid in diminishing

the possibility of an imminent collision. Some of the common causes of typical vehicle

collisions are listed in Table 5.1.

5.3. Vehicle Collision Types

Traffic collision classification is relatively established based on different criteria in-

volving nature of the collision, location of the vehicle in a collision event along with the
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Figure 5.1. Modular architecture describing the comparative learning sys-

tem utilizing the learning obtained from driving maneuvers along with the

study of types of vehicle collision types to understand the dynamics of a vehi-

cle.

Figure 5.2. A typical rear-end collision between two vehicles.

impact or injury caused [40]. Vehicle collisions are commonly classified on the nature and/or

type of collision. Below is the list of collisions categorized by general type:

• Head-On : The front ends of the vehicles/objects involved in the collision hit each

other.

• Road-Departure : Also known as run-off-road collision, involves a single-vehicle
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Table 5.1. Various causes of vehicle collisions.

Vehicle Collision Causes

Unsafe speed

Driver distractions

Driving on the wrong side of the road

Improper turns

Violation of the right-of-way rules

Violation of stop signals and signs

Cellular telephone use

collision due to the vehicle leaving its path of motion (road/highway) due to either

loss of control or attempting to avoid colliding with another object in the path of

motion.

• Side-Hit : The side of the vehicle is hit or damaged due to the impacted of the

vehicles in collision.

• Rear-End : A vehicle is hit at the rear-end in an event of collision, occurring mainly

due to sudden deceleration in cases like tail-gating or panic stops.

• Rollover : The vehicle turns over onto its side or the roof, mainly caused by collision

due to over-speeding or traversing a curve.

Another potentially important criteria in assessing the collision is the impact observed

while colliding with an object or vehicle. The distinction is made taking into consideration

the colliding object which can vary between fixed object, moving object, animals, humans

or other vehicles. For example, an event of collision involving two vehicles is termed as a

vehicle-to-vehicle collision while collision involving a vehicle and a fixed object is vehicle-to-

barrier. All these various collision types follow distinct signatures or patterns in a event of

collision. A typical accelerometer signature data obtained for a head-on vehicle-to-vehicle

collision is as shown in the Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. A typical raw accelerometer sensor data in an event of vehicle-

to-vehicle collision in the x, y, z-axes respectively.

5.4. NHTSA

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), under the U.S. Depart-

ment of Transportation, is established by the Highway Safety Act of 1970. They carry out

safety programs previously administered by the National Highway Safety Bureau. It ded-

icates to achieve the highest standards of excellence in motor vehicle and highway safety,

by precisely working towards crash prevention and avoidance. NHTSA conducts research

on traffic safety, driver behavior, collision avoidance along with investigating the post colli-

sion worthiness, injury and damage by enforcing safety performance standards in vehicles to

conduct efficiently.

NHTSA has been closely conducting controlled collision experiments on different ve-

hicles using various sensors to study the driver safety, collision avoidance and on-road aware-

ness in vehicles. They extensively work towards improving the prevention, treatment and

rehabilitation of vehicle collisions by analyzing the prospective data collected using different
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Figure 5.4. NHTSA driven different interdisciplinary simulations and re-

search to investigate collision and the aftermath.

multidimensional sensors which determine the cause and effect to develop test-procedures

that bring a techno-social change in driver safety and reduce collisions.

Figure 5.5. NHTSA conducted closed crash simulation image showing a

head-on vehicle-to-vehicle collision event.

The NHTSA data are considered to be utilized in this evaluation which involve differ-

ent vehicle collision signatures, in order to subsequently classify them into relevant categories

by utilizing the various sensor data recorded through their research and test procedures in-

volving crash avoidance or vehicle safety programs. Further continuing on collision, a detec-

tion and notification framework is implemented utilizing the crash signatures obtained by

the NHTSA crash tests.
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5.5. Collision Data and signatures

In general practices, simulating the deformation process in a vehicle is very uncom-

mon because a detailed information about the vehicle parts is very necessary along with

complex system of nonlinear partial differential equations determining the characteristics

of the material. In real life scenarios, only partial information about the vehicle and the

circumstances of the vehicle crash is available. This inspires us on collecting data from

authorities conducting research simulations and experimentations for modeling a vehicle to

examine road safety.

Figure 5.6. Collision alert provided to the drivers in places of high risk of collision.

The further sections describe the classification, detection and notification framework

of vehicle collision by utilizing the crash tests data obtained from NHTSA. Different crash

tests are simulated real-time with varying environmental factors, in order to record data

and understand the vehicle dynamics at various situations. Variations as diverse as collision

between vehicles and vehicle-to-barrier are considered to be as a dataset in our experiment.

A thorough list of all the different data collected from the NHTSA crash database are as

shown in the Figure 5.7.

Every collision type mentioned in the table follow a distinct signature for specific

events. Recognizing and constructing collision patterns will help to provide solutions to

investigate the effects of respective collisions in terms of injury and damage to property and

life. A typical side-hit signature in an event of vehicle-to-pole collision is as shown in Figure

5.8.
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Figure 5.7. Collision data collected from vehicles in different environmental

settings and sensor locations.
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Figure 5.8. A typical accelerometer sensor signature post smoothing in an

event of vehicle-to-pole collision.

5.5.1. High-Level Architecture

Figure 5.9 describes the high level architecture of the classification process followed

by the detection algorithm framework in an event of collision.

• Download the crash test data from the NHTSA databases.

• Save the respective accelerometer data from the databases to an excel/csv file for

easy access and analysis.

• Utilizing the Matlab tool, open/read the file and plot them accordingly based on

the different criteria of discrimination.

• Analyze the axes local to the vehicle, X, Y and Z axis of the accelerometer data

obtained.

• Plot the graphs or crash data signatures correspondingly.

• Based on the data or the signature analyzed, the signals are classified to be un-

der vehicle-impactor, vehicle-pole or vehicle-barrier sets accordingly. (distinctively

classified by the NHTSA when uploading the crash test data)

• These signatures are then modeled in order to develop an algorithm to determine

the crash severity and therefore detect the crash and notify emergency services in
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Figure 5.9. Flowchart describing the phases of collision study to be con-

ducted on the recorded crash test data.

cases.

• Important parameters considered while analyzing the signatures:

– Sampling frequency 10000Hz
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– Pre-filter frequency : 2888 Hz (while passing it to the low pass filter)

– Time: Microseconds

5.6. Summary

Vehicle collisions are increasing every other day due to innumerable reasons. Be

it extremities in driving maneuvering or problems in the vehicle, understanding a vehicle

collision in order to characterize the vehicle dynamics and control the effect is definitely

the need of the hour. I presented a generic understanding about vehicle collisions and their

causes, followed by various categories of collisions based on types and impact with colliding

objects. With this background, implementation of classification and detection framework of

collisions helps individuals understand and prepare for such scenarios. I presented a brief

architecture of analyzing the recorded collision signatures obtained by the simulated crash

tests for classifying different collision types which can be further extended and integrated

with other safety applications in real-time.
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CHAPTER 6

COLLISION SIGNATURE CLASSIFICATION

6.1. Introduction

Accomplishing the task of understanding vehicle collisions requires a thorough knowl-

edge on collision scenarios as well as the data pertaining to the collision events. NHTSA

have been conducting various tests and simulations on vehicle collisions in order to develop

procedures to enhance safety and precautions for motor vehicles on the road, along with

investigating the crash worthiness and post-collision impact and injury. The data of the

conducted tests and simulations are available for research studies and easily downloadable

from the NHTSA databases. Various sensors are used to measure the data involved in the

crash simulations conducted by NHTSA [32], but the accelerometer sensor data recorded

during the crash events are selected as we are focussing on learning different activities in a

vehicle system using accelerometer sensor which can be later replaced by smartphone based

accelerometer sensors.

6.2. Methodology

Figure 6.1 describes the high level architecture of the classification process, followed

with a detailed explanation of each module.

Figure 6.1. Architectural methodology of the collision classification process.

The accelerometer sensors, employed as recording devices, collect data from the vehi-

cles in order to measure the variations in motion during an event of collision. The sensors are
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placed inside the test vehicles at various locations, and this placement of the accelerometer

sensor plays an important role in defining distinct signatures of a collision with respect to the

vehicle. For the convenience of measurement, the accelerometer is placed in the position as

shown in Figure 6.2, with x-axis being the axis determining the positive forward direction,

y-axis the positive right (towards the passenger side) and z-axis the positive down while

recording data respectively.

Figure 6.2. Direction of axes of measurement of the sensor positioned inside

a vehicle

6.3. Data Collection

The crash simulations conducted by the NHTSA, involve the accelerometer sensor

placed at different locations in the car such as front passenger seat, side door panel, trunk

and vehicle center of gravity to record sensor data. For our study and experimentation,

data from the 3-axis accelerometer sensor located at the vehicle center of gravity (CG) are

considered to be used in our classification process, collected over various collision types.

This is chosen to maintain uniformity in correlation to the experimentation conducted while

measuring driving maneuvers using smartphone sensor data. Data are recorded from the test

vehicles involved in the different collision activities and grouped together under specific types

of collision. The sampling rate of the data in these tests varies around 7-10 KHz respectively,

depending on the type and impact of the collision. Below is the list of the various collision

events whose signatures are collected for the classification.

Approximately 30-35 crash datasets, for each of the specific collision type mentioned

in the table are collected respectively from the NHTSA database. The downloaded data is
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Table 6.1. Different categories of collisions utilized in the process.

Different Vehicle Collisions

Vehicle-to-Vehicle

Vehicle-to-Pole

Vehicle-to-Impactor

Vehicle-to-Barrier

Vehicle Rollover

in the form of text (.txt) files with appropriate units of sensor values (magnitudes of gravity

acceleration (G)) against units of time (seconds) in the y and x columns respectively. On

downloading the file, the data is saved in a .xls or .csv format for the ease of processing and

plotting for further analysis. A typical raw sensor data plot traced in a vehicle-to-vehicle

collision event is as shown in Figure 6.3 respectively.

Figure 6.3. Raw accelerometer sensor data in the x,y,z axes of measurement

recorded from the vehicle.

6.4. Signal Processing

Each reading of the accelerometer sensor consists of 3-D (dimensional) accelerations

along X-axis, Y -axis and Z-axis respectively, according to local coordinate system of the
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sensor orientation inside the vehicle. The effect of jittering noise in the recorded raw data

obtained from the sensor, is scaled down by employing various signal processing techniques

such as filtering and smoothing. All the required signal processing is achieved using the

Matlab tool [28], which results in smooth and traceable data that can help in our classification

process. Precisely, smoothing is performed using the moving average (MA), which is the

mean of last k-observations, on the raw accelerometer data recorded during the collisions.

This helps to eliminate random variations without disrupting the trend or pattern of the

signal. Figure 6.4 describes the raw and processed x-axis accelerometer signal of crash event

respectively.

(1) MA =
(xt + xt−1 + ..... + xt−(n−1))

n

• Smoothing : Smooths the data in the column vector using a moving average filter

as described in the Figure 1. Results are returned in the resultant column vector.

The default span for the moving average is 5.

• Filtering : Filters the data to smooth out high-frequency fluctuations or remove

periodic trends of a specific frequency. Filtering can be operated on both vectors

and matrices. A vector input represents a single, sampled data signal, while for

a matrix input, each signal corresponds to a column in the matrix and each data

sample is a row.

Every signal is distinct in its signature and specifically belongs to a particular collision

category. This is illustrated from the plots traced by the datasets obtained from each of the

different collision categories. Extracting these specific details from the collision patterns, in

order to recognize them forms the crux of the classification process in categorizing the col-

lision events. A clear differentiation in patterns between distinct collision types is described

in the following figures.

6.5. Feature Extraction

Smoothing and appropriate signal processing leads to the feature extraction and at-

tribute selection process respectively. The feature selection process is characterized by an
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Figure 6.4. Accelerometer pre- and post- processed signal recorded in the

x-axis of measurement in a vehicle.

Figure 6.5. Plots from various crash test data recorded from the vehicle in

the x-axis following similar signature in an event of vehicle-to-pole collision.

objective function measuring the discriminative ability of a subset of features to select can-

didate subsets [35]. This is essential in terms of applying appropriate machine learning

algorithms to the collected datasets in order to categorize the collision types. Figure 6.8

shows the post-processed signal for a typical vehicle-to-vehicle crash event.

Studying a given signal pattern, extracting specific features defining the signal, helps

in selecting suitable attributes or points of interest in the signal, to characterize and distin-

guish between different signals [33]. Several literature studies discuss about extracting the
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Figure 6.6. Plots describing the test data recorded in the y-axis following

similar signal patterns.

Figure 6.7. Plots describing the test data recorded in the z-axis following

similar signal patterns.

accelerometer sensor data features in order to characterize various dynamic activities [43].

A compiled list of all the features useful in analyzing variations in accelerometer data are

listed in the Table 6.2.

With this background and discussion on different accelerometer signal features that

help in characterizing dynamic activities, the following features are selected for our classifi-
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Figure 6.8. Processed accelerometer sensor data recorded from the x,y,z axis

of measurement.

Table 6.2. List of features prominently involved in analyzing accelerometer data.

Features Feature Description

Mean The DC component (average value) of the signal over the window

Median The median signal value over the window

Standard Deviation Measure of the spread of the signal over the window

Entropy Measure of Information Randomness

Energy Area measured from the absolute value of the signal input

Correlation Correlation between two axes (channels) of each sensor and different sensors

Variance The square of standard deviation

Root Mean Square Quadratic mean value of the signal over the window

Zero Crossing Rate Total number of times the signal changes from positive to negative

or back or vice versa normalized by the window length

Mean Crossing Rate Total number of times the signal changes from below to above average

or vice versa normalized by the window length

cation methodology. Table 6.3 mentions the selected features utilized in the classification of

vehicle collision types.

The number of features mentioned in the table, represent the number of active features

selected from the 3 axes of measurement over the windowed signal sample. For instance, 9

mean feature set describes 3 sets chosen from the different axes measured over a 3 window
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Table 6.3. List of the feature set selected for the classification process.

Number of Features Feature Description

9 Mean 3 features for each axis in a 3 window sample

9 Standard Deviation 3 features for each axis in a 3 window sample

3 Entropy 1 feature for each axis of measurement

3 Energy 1 feature for each axis of measurement

3 Maximum Peaks 1 feature for each axis of measurement

signal. A brief description of the mentioned signals are as follows: 1. Mean: Returns the

average values of elements along respective axes of measurement.

(2) Mean =
1

n
∗

n∑
i=1

xi

2. Standard Deviation(SD): Returns a square root of the biased estimator of variance in the

respective dimension of the array.

(3) SD =

√√√√(
1

n
∗

n∑
i=1

(xi − x)2)

3. Entropy: Describes the measure of information (randomness) that can characterize the

trend of the signal. As the crash signal is very random and does not repeat a pattern after a

time interval, randomness extraction brings forward the originality of typical crash signals.

(4) Entropy = −
n∑

i=1

(p(xi) ∗ log p(xi))

where p[x(i)] = probability of occurrence of a given information.

4. Peaks: Returns the maximum peaks in order of magnitude present in the respective di-

mension of signal. This provides us a maximum magnitude a signal can attain in times of a

crash impact.

5. Energy: Describes the area measured under the curve obtained by squaring the signal or
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taking its absolute value.

(5) Energy =

∫ ∞
−∞

(|f(t)|) ∗ 2dt

Post feature extraction and attribute selection, we employ the Weka [14] implementation for

applying machine learning algorithms to the processed sensor data from different collision

types. Weka is an open-source software system implementing data mining algorithms using

Java language, developed by the University of Waikato in New Zealand. It facilitates machine

learning techniques into data preprocessing, classification, regression and so on. The feature

extraction process from the signal processed data produces a arff format file, accessed and

readable by Weka in order to apply suitable classifiers required for evaluation.

6.5.1. WEKA

The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [14], is a unified work-

bench that allows researchers to easily access the state-of-the-art techniques in machine

learning. The WEKA platform not only provides a toolbox of learning algorithms, but also

a framework through which researchers could implement new algorithms without having to

be concerned about supporting infrastructure for data manipulation and scheme evaluation.

The workbench also includes algorithms for regression, classification, clustering, association

rule mining and attribute selection. Preliminary exploration of data is well catered by the

data visualization facilities and preprocessing tools. These, when combined with statisti-

cal evaluation and visualization of learning schemes, supports the process models for data

mining.

6.6. Machine Learning Algorithms

A supervised training segment - a linear combination of approximations with a cross

validation approach, is employed to evaluate the following classification algorithms namely

Bayes Network, Random Forests, Logistic Regression and Radial Basis Function, using the

Weka implementation [44] [8] on the collision datasets. These algorithms are evaluated

against accuracy, F-Measure and low error on misclassification for the chosen classifiers.
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Figure 6.9. Screenshot of the Weka explorer or workbench containing algo-

rithms required for machine learning utilized in our classification process.

Figure 6.10. Screenshot of the arff file loader in the Weka explorer which

contains the features selected for the collision classification.

• Bayesian Networks : Strong probabilistic classifier that apply the Bayes rule on the

probability of presence of a given attribute.

• Radial Basis Function : Utilizes a Gaussian approach of non linearity with hidden

element processing.

• Random Forests : Classifier forms various decision trees based on the mode of the

individual defined class. It follows the principle of random subset feature selection

implementation.

• Logistic regression : Utilizes regression analysis for predicting the outcomes based
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on the previous predictor values.

We also evaluated the classifiers using the percentage split approach, with the training

to testing sets of 70%-30% respectively. The results obtained from the cross validation tech-

nique displayed better accuracy and low error measures in comparison to the split technique

evaluation.

6.7. Classification Results

The WEKA tool processes the arff file containing the selected features extracted

from the signal, and is applied with appropriate machine learning algorithms in order to

produce respective confusion matrices in the classification process. A confusion matrix, is

a table layout, allowing visualization of an algorithm, specifically supervised learning, with

the column representing an instance of the predicted class, while the row representing the

actual class. Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 describes the confusion matrices for the different

algorithm classifiers evaluated respectively.

Figure 6.11. Confusion matrix describing the classification results for

(a)Random Forest, (b)Logistic Regression classifiers respectively.
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Figure 6.12. Confusion matrix describing the classification results for

(a)Bayes Net, (b)Radial Basis Function classifiers respectively.

Based on the confusion matrices and the algorithm evaluation, the results are cap-

tured and plotted in order to compare different algorithms evaluations by their performance

measures. The performance measures are described in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 respec-

tively, which describes different parameters in comparing different classifiers used in the

process.

From the plots, it is clearly evident that random forest classifier shows an accuracy

of 78.44% with the F-Measure being approximately 0.8 in comparison to other algorithms.

It detects a total of 182 class instances over misclassifying just 50. BayesNet performs next

to random forest with an accuracy of 68.98%, followed by the Logistic Regression witnessing

the least with 62.47%. The Random Forest algorithm also shows a low mean absolute and

root mean square errors engaging less amount of time in building the model. Based on these

results, the random forest classifier can be utilized in the classification process for training

the downloaded crash test data.
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Figure 6.13. Comparative results showing time and kappa parameter varia-

tion for different machine-learning algorithms.

Figure 6.14. Comparative results showing root mean square and absolute

error parameter variation for different machine-learning algorithms.
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6.8. Summary

Utilizing the accelerometer sensor data for a detailed analysis of the vehicle collision

types are conducted in order to categorize them based on certain characteristics. This is done

in order to implement an application which can successfully classify a detected collision and

alert the responders for immediate help based on the type and impact of the collision. This

can be very useful in real-time, because with growing average number of vehicles on road the

risk of collision is also high. Different crash data recorded from various vehicles, are collected

from the NHTSA databases, which provides a simulated set of data compared to a real-time

collision, which is impractical and risky comparatively. I am able to classify the collision

data into specific categorizes with substantially good accuracy of 78.44% obtained using the

Random Forest classifier. Accuracy measures can be further improvised by utilizing more

data in the classification process.
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CHAPTER 7

COLLISION DETECTION AND NOTIFICATION

7.1. Introduction

Crash statistical analysis strongly suggests that collision warning systems will be effec-

tive in avoiding and developing prediction systems. Crash related data collected by the U.S.

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) approximately shows all major

collisions are caused by driver inattention while maneuvering the vehicle while on the road.

Collision warning/avoidance systems with possible predictions of collisions are the next big

thing in the vehicular technologies. Understanding the vehicle dynamics becomes important

to investigate and detect collisions and implement notification frameworks to inform the

emergency responders and/or family members during an event of collision. Vehicle collision

detection system is developed to detect oncoming collisions between vehicles and provide

warnings to the driver along with alerting the emergency responders. A collision indicates a

conflict or an intersection between two vehicles trajectories in both time and space domain.

Driver assistance systems are being developed over the time based on traffic environments

through various sensors. The vehicle collision detection and notification framework utilizes

the accelerometer sensor data in detecting the collision and notifying the detected collision

to the emergency responders in-time.

7.2. Methodology

Figure 7.1 describes the architecture involved in the vehicle collision and detection

system using sensor data. This collision detection and notification system involves fixing

the smartphone with in-built sensors inside the vehicle and start recording the data while

driving. These sensors record and process different axis data by different signal processing

and smoothing techniques. Post processing, relevant threshold is set by calculating the

magnitude from the signal data. These values are then incorporated into a accident detection

algorithm to check for any anomalies or accidents. If, such a variation is seen which surpasses

the set threshold or magnitude leading to an accident, the smartphone sends information
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about the collision to required contacts based on the severity of the collision.

Figure 7.1. Flowchart describing the implementation of the collision detec-

tion and notification framework using sensor data.

7.3. Data Collection

National Highway Transport Safety Authority (NHTSA) data are utilized in deploying

the collision detection algorithm. Sensor data recorded using the accelerometer sensor placed

inside the vehicle, as obtained from the experiment conducted, is collected in order to execute

the detection algorithm. The detection and notification algorithm framework is tested offline

on Matlab rather than testing online with the help of smartphone in real-time.

The crash tests data obtained from the vehicle crashes by the NHTSA consisting

various data fields as mentioned below in the Figure 7.2. These are employed to model the

crash in order to develop the detection and notification framework. The crash data retrieved

are recorded placing the accelerometer sensor at different locations in the vehicle and the

initial velocity of the vehicle being v = 0 m/s2̂.

Where:

• Vehicle No: Test vehicle identification number

• Sensor Type: Type of sensor used for measurement (accelerometer in this case)

• Sensor Location: Location where the sensor was attached while testing

• Axis Direction of Sensor: The fixed global coordinate system considered while mea-

suring the vector quantity of acceleration, force, velocity etc.

• Data Measurement Units: the units of the measured signal data
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Figure 7.2. Data fields obtained by the crash test downloaded from the

NHTSA databases.

• Pre-filter frequency: the cut-off frequency in Hz of a low pass filter applied to the

measured signal

• Initial Velocity: the initial velocity of the sensor along its axis during testing

• Time Increment: microseconds increment between each data point

7.4. Collision Detection Algorithm

Modeling a real-time vehicle collision scenario to test and detect collision between

vehicles is not practically feasible. Hence the crash signatures obtained from NHTSA for the

classification process is employed to develop and execute the collision detection algorithm

with the help of Matlab.

7.5. Notification Application Framework

Post collision detection process, the next important step in an event of collision is

alerting the emergency responders for help. Collisions lead to fatalities due to improper

provision of emergency services by hospitals or police in an event of collision. This is of-

ten caused by emergency services not being informed about the accident at the right time.

The notification framework is an application created on the Android device using the JAVA

framework, providing scope of preference for the drivers to enter information regarding emer-

gency contact to be informed in case of crisis. The notification application is triggered post

collision detection and sends alert information about the collision that has taken place to the
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Figure 7.3. Typical signature of a vehicle collision event recorded by the

accelerometer sensor.

Algorithm 1 Vehicle Collision detection using sensor data

1: procedure Accelerometer(A = ax, ay, az)

2: magnitude =
√

x2 + y2 + z2

3: threshold = 3G

4: severity = 0

5: for each sample of value i in A do

6: if ay >= threshold : forwarddirectionofmotion then

7: AccidentDetected, calculatingseverity Severity = X : basedontheayvalue

8: end if

9: end for

10: end procedure

emergency contact stored or the 9-1-1 emergency responders for help. Figure 7.4 illustrates

a snapshot of the notification application developed on the Android operating system.

The application works in conjunction with the external background services imple-

menting the collision detection algorithm. When the service detects a crash, it will send

an Intent Broadcast with alarming information about the severity of the crash along with
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Figure 7.4. Screenshot illustrating the notification framework developed on

the android platform.

other information like the accuracy of the detection. The Android device will automatically

launch the notification application listening to this type of broadcast. The application’s user

interface consists of an activity with buttons to send or stop the alerts. It also provides a

preferential menu as shown in Figure 7.5 for accessing settings page, where the user can enter

complete details about the emergency contact person and number along with preferences to

send text, call or do both in case of an accident. On being triggered by a collision detection,

this interface displays a message saying “A crash has been detected! Sending alert in [count]

seconds...”, where the [count] is a counter which will start counting down in seconds. This

timer value is different depending up on the severity of the crash with a default of 10 seconds

in our implementation. If there in no data calculating the severity of the crash, the default

value will be used. The application will then start the countdown to give user a window

to stop the alert in case of false alarm. The user can stop the alert by pressing the green

button on the user interface. On the other hand, choosing the red alert button sends the

alert immediately. The application sends a text message to the number specified in the
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emergency contact person information, if the option chosen in send message. It will instead

trigger a call to the specified number, if it is set to call in the settings, or do both if it is set

accordingly.

Figure 7.5. Screenshot illustrating the preferential settings menu with fields

to enter details about a emergency contact.

7.6. Summary

In this chapter, the collision classification process to categorize based on collision

types is extended to develop a generic algorithm to detect the collisions by utilizing the

threshold value observed in any collision versus non-collision scenario. Utilizing the collision

signature pattern obtained, detection process further extends into detecting the type of the

impact in an event of collision. This is further integrated into a notification framework

developed on the Android platform which sends in-time alerts to the emergency responders

for help in an event of collision on the road, without the need for driver intervention, thereby

minimizing the time required in calling for help during such incidents. The execution of the

algorithm and the application is done offline using Matlab.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

The thesis is focused on vehicle learning system comprising of learning from vehicle,

human and road, to further correlate it with vehicle collisions in order to implement collision

classification, detection and notification framework. Various embedded sensor data are em-

ployed to record and analyze different vehicle parameters. Based on the learning obtained,

smartphone applications are developed using the Android platform to read and exchange

data with the on-board sensors in the vehicle. The main focus is on Chapter 5, which

classifies different types of vehicle collisions, followed by a collision detection algorithm and

notification framework discussion in Chapter 6. A machine learning approach on the data

collected by the NHTSA with suitable signal processing and feature extraction, provides

categorization of distinct signatures obtained from vehicle collisions and proceed towards

detecting the variations in an event of collision. Learning a vehicle system on the road forms

the core contribution of this thesis.

8.1. Contribution Summary

• Chapter:1 (Introduction) : In this chapter, I elaborated on the background of learn-

ing a vehicle system and its importance in the day-to-day life of an individual,

followed by a brief motivation, problem definition and an overview of further chap-

ters.

• Chapter:2 (Lifelong learning of a Vehicle System): In this chapter, the lifelong

learning of a vehicle system comprising of human, vehicle and road using sensor

data is discussed, along with the background and related work, progressing towards

a lifelong learning process.

• Chapter:3 (Learning from Vehicles) : In this chapter, a preliminary embedded smart-

phone sensor is presented to measure the motion in a vehicle, followed by brief

discussion on vehicle tires along with a study on drag resistances and tire pressure.
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• Chapter:4 (On-Board Diagnostics) : In this chapter, a vehicle on-board communi-

cation system is implemented using an OBD-II connector interfaced with a appli-

cation reading vehicle data like speed, RPM, air flow to compute fuel consumption

and mileage of the vehicle. This was extended to an android application framework

developed to read the vehicle data and display to the user.

• Chapter:5 (Vehicle Collisions) : In this chapter, I presented a good understanding

about vehicle collisions and their causes followed by an architecture determining the

utilization of collision signatures in further chapters for implementing classification

and detection framework of vehicle collisions.

• Chapter:6 (Collisions Signature Classification) : In this chapter, a complete clas-

sification process of the vehicle collision signatures utilizing signal processing and

feature extraction is presented. This is further extended to measure the performance

parameters and provide comparative results of various machine learning algorithms

applied on the feature set selected from the signatures in order to classify them

based on their types.

• Chapter:7 (Collision Detection and Notification) : This chapter discusses an ex-

tension of the previous Chapter:5, in order to detection a vehicle collision utilizing

the data collected for the classification process. The designed algorithm to detect

collisions is executed offline in Matlab tool, to be integrated with a notification

framework of alerting emergency responders in an event of collision.

To conclude, this thesis covered questionable understanding about the vehicle sys-

tem on the road comprising of human, vehicle and road along with collisions. It anticipates

the learning to progressively evolve to become a lifelong learning process involving inter-

disciplinary research with sensors, data analysis, signal processing, machine learning and

mobile computing, in order to understand and study the vehicle system on road in real-time

environment.
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8.2. Challenges and Limitations

One major challenge is implementation of the vehicle collision classification framework

on simulated crash test data obtained from NHTSA instead of utilizing the real-time road

data. Detection algorithms are developed based on the classified datasets and executed

off-line instead of the mobile phone. But, the smartphone was integrated as a medium of

notification to emergency responders on account of a collision. Human driving behavior

may vary between individuals, and evidently influence a collision data in comparison to a

simulated crash test data. A smartphone sensor data is capable to detect variations in motion

as recorded and therefore witness differences between different vehicle collision types. This

capability can be exploited in order to measure collision variations in real-time on the road.

The collision classification and data analysis expands the vehicle learning system domain by

providing a platform in correlating our learning results with a real-time event potentially

enhancing and validating our learning.

The OBD-II application between the vehicle and the user-interface limits the request

of a single PID at a time using the Bluetooth communication protocol. This can be further

enhanced to read more than one PID information at a given instance of time from the vehicle

and display to the driver. The data recording involves high sampling rates from the closed

simulations of the crash tests obtained from NHTSA which are utilized in the classification

process. Limited crash datasets are employed in machine learning to train models in the

classification process which can be suitably scaled and expanded to several more crash data

from different types of collision events.

8.3. Future Work

Vehicle collision detection and classification algorithms are implemented off-line using

Matlab tool. This can be extended further to be installed in a smartphone device integrated

with the notification framework to work in real-time. A future expansion of Chapter 3 in

fusion with Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 can be developed into a complete collision detection

and notification system with accessibility in learning of a vehicle on the road thereby helping

in characterizing driving signature based collisions. The classification performance can also
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be scaled to check the feasibility of incorporating other types of vehicle collisions in real-

time. Real-time collision patterns can be correlated with the simulated crash training data

for consistency and signature trend.

More vehicles can be tested to analyze the exchange of information between the on-

board vehicle sensors and the OBD-II interface to read vehicle data or information while on

the road with possible integration into a smartphone application. The on-board sensors in

fusion with the in-built sensors in a smartphone, together can be used to predict a possible

collision to happen on the road, by leveraging the vehice body signatures along with infor-

mation about speed and acceleration. Extending the experiment on magnetometer sensor

data, the road signatures discussed in Chapter 3 can be extended to measure the variations

observed when approached by a neighboring vehicle. This could possibly provide a solution

in detecting the presence of a vehicle and further predict a possible collision in extreme

situations. With increasing demand of mobile phones with in-built sensors and increasing

average number of vehicle on the road, accessibility to such applications dealing with the ve-

hicle system on the road surely helps to minimize fatalities and accidents as well as improve

the overall safety and assistance systems in the vehicle on the road.
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